northstar and
summit conversions

toyotasienna

DOOR HEIGHT

57"

FLOOR LENGTH

95"

*

RAMP WIDTH

30"

360º

*
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The intelligent and refined Access360 conversion sets a new standard for wheelchair-accessible minivans because it
provides more. More space to enter the vehicle and maneuver inside it, more flexibility and ease of use, more pleasing
aesthetics and more confidence that it will deliver a safe, high-quality owner experience at a great value.
With the Access360 conversion, we’ve leveraged our years of expertise, the passion of our people and our partnership with
Toyota to design the next generation of wheelchair-accessible minivans. The result is a vehicle that delivers the freedom of
mobility to people with disabilities by providing maximum access and maneuverability and in turn, maximum access to life.

The Access360 conversions for the Toyota Sienna come with a 3-year/36,000-mile conversion warranty for added peace of mind.

VMI Toyota Sienna
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Dimensions subject to change without notice

VMI gives you more.

*Applies to Northstar
Access360 Conversion only.

FLOOR SPACE

FLOOR LENGTH

DOOR HEIGHT

11% more interior
floor space than
the leading
competitor’s Toyota
Sienna conversion

12" longer
lowered floor than
any other Toyota
Sienna conversion

Industry-best 57"
door opening
height fits
wheelchair users of
nearly any height

A

Door opening height

57"

B

Door opening width

30.5"

C

Interior height at center position

61.8"

D

Interior height at driver/passenger position

60.5" w/o sunroof
58.25" w/sunroof

E

Length (from back of seat bases to kickplate)

65.5"

F

Overall floor length

95"

G

Floor width at B pillar

61.5"

H

Floor width at front doors

60.3"

I

Ramp length (angled ramp and transition plate)*

58.75"

J

Usable ramp width*

30"

Maximum floor drop

14 7/8"

Ramp angle with PowerKneel™ on*

8.5º

Ramp capacity*

800 lbs

GROUND
CLEARANCE
5.5" minimum
ground clearance
reduces likelihood
of under-vehicle
damage

INTERIOR HEIGHT

RAMP WIDTH

Industry-best 61.8"
interior height at
center position

Full 30" wide
ramp easily
accommodates
wide power chairs*

RAMP CAPACITY

800lbs

RAMP WIDTH

30"

northstar
VMI prides itself in producing the easiest to use, most accessible mobility solutions in the world. The Northstar in-floor
ramp system, a VMI specialty since 1993, offers an array of accessibility features that simply cannot be matched by
vehicles with fold-out ramps. VMI Northstar owners get all of the benefits of an in-floor ramp without the compromises
associated with competitors’ conversions.

northstarfeatures:
∙ The ramp is stowed under the floor, creating more
room for wheelchair maneuverability

∙ The obstruction-free doorway allows passengers to
enter/exit the vehicle without deploying the ramp

∙ Full 30" wide ramp with 800lb capacity accommodates
the largest power chairs

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Clean, uncluttered vehicle interior
Greater safety in the event of a collision
No squeaking or rattling from ramp
Simple and reliable operation
Reduced conversion wear

1
360º

Clean, uncluttered
vehicle interior

2

3

The ramp is stowed under the floor, creating
more room for wheelchair maneuverability

Ramp fully stowed under
the vehicle floor

powerkneel™

suredeploy™

PowerKneel™ lowers the vehicle to reduce
ramp angle, making it easier to enter and
exit the vehicle.

Standard on all Northstar conversions,
SURE DEPLOY™ allows users to easily stow
and deploy the in-floor ramp even in the
event of a complete power failure.

RAMP CAPACITY

750 lbs

360º

RAMP LENGTH

54.5"

RAMP WIDTH

28.9"

RAMP ANGLE

9.0º

summit
While the Northstar conversion is the pinnacle of ease of use, VMI
also builds Toyota Sienna conversions with a traditional fold-out ramp
for wheelchair users who prefer taller ramp side rails. The Summit is
more reliable than ever before with a stronger, more robust fold-out
ramp and stainless steel hardware that resists corrosion. The Summit
Access360 conversion offers superior usability to that of any other
Toyota Sienna fold-out ramp conversion, but with a price that appeals
to budget-conscious import buyers.
Accommodates large power chairs thanks to:

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

NEW RAMP DESIGN
A durable and reliable fold-out ramp accommodates
large power chairs with its 750lb capacity. Ramp
shown with powerkneel™ on.

750lb capacity
28.9" ramp width
54.5" ramp length
9.0º ramp angle w/ powerkneel™ on
2" high ramp side rails
STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE
The Summit ramp features stainless steel hardware
for superior corrosion resistance.

standardfeatures
ONE-TOUCH CONTROLS
One-touch control via the keyfob, halo-lit
dash button or Toyota sliding door buttons
deploys or stows the ramp system. VMI
conversions seamlessly integrate with OEM
vehicle electronics.

CONVERSION POWER SWITCH
A conversion power switch can disable
all conversion features for guest drivers
and allows them to open sliding doors
for able-bodied passengers without
deploying the ramp.

OBSTACLE-FREE INTERIOR

FOLD-DOWN FOOTREST

REMOVABLE FRONT SEATS

The front row floor is free of obstacles
to accommodate wheelchairs of almost any
size in the driver and front passenger areas.

A standard fold-down footrest offers
additional comfort for passengers seated
on the rear bench.

Removal and replacement of the front seats
is simple. Both seats use quick-release straps
for removal plus a foot pedal and error-proof
alignment features for easy installation.

optionalfeatures
DURAFLOOR

∙ Unique rubberized flooring

resembles carpet, not linoleum

∙ Provides excellent traction for
the wheelchair

∙ Durable and easy to clean
∙ Full layer of insulating material
helps to reduce road noise

Shot of Toyota Sienna

expanding your horizons
For more than 25 years, VMI has applied its innovation and expertise to build advanced mobility products that allow
our customers to experience greater freedom and access to life. The result is a complete line of state-of-the-art mobility
products that provide the highest quality, ease of use, maneuverability and flexibility.
Our more than 400 dealers are trained to carefully evaluate each customer and his or her unique needs in order to
recommend the right VMI mobility product. Taking into consideration factors such as how you plan to use your mobility
product and your personal disability and diagnosis, our dedicated dealer experts can pair you with the right vehicle, lift
or accessory to enhance your independence. It’s all part of our commitment to provide superior customer service and the
most fulfilling ownership experience.
We invite you to discover how we can expand your horizons.

scan me
to learn more!
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